[Distribution of phenotypes of ACP in ten ethnic groups in Yunnan of China].
The distribution of phenotypes of red cell phosphatase (ACP) in ten ethnic groups in Yunnan Province was investigated by starch gel electrophoresis. Three phenotypes A, AB and B were found. The gene frequencies of ACPA and ACPB in Han, Yi, Bai, Dai, Yao, Wa, Hani, Bulang, Jino and Lahu were 0.2067, 0.7933; 0.2406, 0.7594; 0.2341, 0.7659; 0.3750, 0.6250; 0.2300, 0.7700; 0.2727, 0.7273; 0.3594, 0.6406; 0.3036, 0.6964; 0.2381, 0.7619; and 0.4474, 0.5526, respectively. The ACPC gene and other rare genes were not found. The analysis showed that the distribution of phenotypes of ACP1 have some differences in different races and ethnics.